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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Leveraging Broadband  
For Economic Development 
In October 2016, BroadBand Communities held a conference in Minneapolis  
on broadband and economic development. The conference presented both  
research findings and real-life success stories about communities improving  
their broadband access and leveraging broadband for economic development.  
Following are some highlights. 

A BBC Staff Report

Michael Render, RVA 
LLC: Fiber to the home 
benefits communities’ 
economic vitality. Great 
broadband is the second 
most important factor 
(after safe streets) people 
consider in moving to a 
new community. It’s the 
second most important 
factor (after laundry 

appliances) for choosing a new home and the 
No. 1 factor in choosing a new apartment. 

Fiber to the home adds 3 percent to the 
price of a home and 8 percent to the rent on 
an apartment. Home-based business income 
is much higher with FTTH – 13 percent 
of FTTH subscribers operate home-based 
businesses, and 58 percent of the income they 
generate comes from outside their communities. 

Michael Curri, Strategic Networks 
Group: Broadband enables 36 percent of all 
jobs, and the businesses that use broadband 
most effectively derive 52 percent of their 
revenues from internet use. Fiber-connected 
businesses, on average, use broadband more 

effectively than 
businesses with other 
types of connections 
because higher utilization 
is correlated with higher 
download speeds and 
even more strongly with 
higher upload speeds. 
Thus, a community’s 
economic benefits from 
high-quality broadband 
far outweigh any revenue 
that the network operator collects. 

For the great majority of businesses, 
broadband availability is essential or important 
to being able to operate in a given location. 
Rural businesses can’t use the internet as 
effectively as others – generally, effective 
utilization increases with the size of the city 
[and thus with the network speed available]. 

Small businesses don’t always have enough 
resources – either internal or external – to use 
the internet effectively and thus forgo many 
opportunities for increasing revenues and 
reducing costs. Economic development agencies 
and network operators can help educate small 
businesses about the internet applications that 
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RVA survey: High-speed internet  
attracts people to acommunity.

RVA survey: One way FTTH  
improves productivity is through  

faster internet response time. 

RVA survey: Home-based businesses  
are more prevalent and more profitable  
with access to a fiber network. 
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SNG: Businesses that use the internet  
effectively derive a high percentage of their 
revenue from it.

SNG survey: Most businesses  
believe that broadband is essential  

or important to their operations. 

SNG: Businesses with fiber connections  
have higher upload and download speeds  
and can use the internet more effectively. 
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have the highest returns – for example, 
online sales, social media marketing 
and telework. The payoff is much 
higher job creation. 

Danna 
Bailey, EPB 
Chattanooga: 
Every time we 
study the impact 
of EPB’s fiber 
network, the 
numbers go 
up. The most 
recent study by 
Bento Lobo, an 
economist at the 
University of Tennessee, showed $865 
million to $1.3 billion in benefits and 
between 2,800 and 5,200 new jobs. 
The results aren’t exactly what we had 
forecast – some benefits we expected, 
for example in health care, haven’t 
materialized yet, but we have seen other 
benefits that we didn’t anticipate, such 
as the increased availability of venture 
capital funding.

For households, most benefits are in 
the form of savings on communications 
costs due to increased competition in 

the broadband market. Businesses are 
realizing tremendous savings because of 
the reduction in power interruptions. 
The fiber optic–enabled smart grid can 
reroute power around any damaged 

equipment. One recent power outage 
affected 11,000 customers. Ten 
thousand of them had power restored 
within a few seconds, and all were back 
up in six minutes. 

Bento Lobo, University of Tennessee: Breakdown of value contributed by Chattanooga’s fiber 
network. 

Danna Bailey,  
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There are about 900 electric cooperatives 
in the United States, serving 70 percent of 
the country’s land mass. About 40 of them 
have fiber-to-the-premises initiatives, 
and others are considering building 
fiber. This special program focused on the 
role of electric cooperatives in providing 
broadband and their opportunities for 
partnering with other providers.

Hilda Legg, 
BroadBand 
Communities: In 
rural areas today, 
many are looking 
to electric co-ops to 
build broadband. 
In some places, 
an electric co-op 
may be the only 
hope for members’ 

children and grandchildren to stay in 
the town where they grew up. If the 

co-ops don’t step up, they won’t have 
any electricity customers left. But true 
economic development will be a group 
effort – we need to have electric co-ops, 
telephone co-ops and municipalities 
working together. 

Emma Green, 
Ball State 
University: 
Electric co-ops’ 
adoption of smart 
grid technologies, 
which involve 
two-way 
communication 
between utilities 
and their customers, are driving  
them to distribute middle-mile fiber  
to their substations in rural areas. 
Smart grid applications such as 
automatic meter reading technology 
drive utilities to extend connectivity 

all the way to rural households. That 
means there is a synergy between the 
smart grid and broadband – they are 
mutually beneficial. 

Shirley 
Bloomfield, 
NTCA – The 
Rural Broadband 
Association: 
Rural telcos 
are incumbent 
carriers for 40 
percent of the U.S. 
land mass and 
serve additional 
areas as competitive carriers. They are 
community-based, and they hear from 
their communities when broadband 
service is inadequate. That’s why their 
territories are better served by broadband 
than the rural areas that larger carriers 
serve. Half of rural telcos have deployed 
at least some fiber to the home. 

Electric Co-ops Partner to Build Rural Broadband
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There’s a great opportunity for 

them to come together with other rural 
partners, including electric co-ops, to 
find creative solutions. But people don’t 
always reach out and connect the dots. 
Cultural differences and rivalries can 
cause different organizations to talk 
past one another. 

NTCA’s Smart Rural Community 
initiative is designed to get people 
within a community talking about 
broadband and what they can do with 
it. It recognizes telcos for collaborating 
with other community institutions – 
for example, working with hospitals 
and clinics on telemedicine. In one 
Smart Rural Community in Tennessee, 
telco and electric co-op managers meet 
regularly to talk about broadband 
issues, including how they can use 
grant money for mutual benefit. 

Martin 
Lowery, 
National 
Rural Electric 
Cooperative 
Association: 
Without adequate 
communications 
in rural areas, 
nothing can 
happen there –  
there’s no 

possibility for economic development 
or even public safety. But rural areas 
are critical to the future of the U.S. 
economy. So we need to maintain 
the conversation between NRECA 
and NTCA (which was spun off from 
NRECA decades ago) and make sure 
this conversation stays visible. That’s 
why we participate in the Smart Rural 
Community program. 

Bloomfield: Partnerships 
between electric co-ops and telcos 
can be structured to fit a particular 
community. Some telcos want to 
help electric co-ops get started with 
broadband; others want to do joint 
ventures with them; still others 
have merged. Management services 
agreements fall somewhere in between. 
In Oregon, [two telephone cooperatives 
and one electric cooperative] formed 
a CLEC, Peak Internet, to provide 

broadband services; in other cases, 
the telco remains behind the scenes. 
Another thing telcos have to offer is 
economies of scale for transport costs. 
Thirty states have cooperative statewide 
fiber networks [owned by rural telcos].

Lowery: There are multiple options 
for partnerships, but one constant is 
that electric co-ops are laying fiber for 
the smart grid, first to the substation 
and ultimately to homes. This 
represents a fundamental change in 
the architecture of the electricity grid 
to enable the integration of distributed 
resources, including local renewable 
energy sources. It’s now a two-way flow 
of electrons and data. 

FINANCING PARTNERSHIPS
Nivin Elgohary, 
CoBank: Anyone 
who wants to 
borrow money for 
broadband needs 
to show an ability 
to repay the loan. 
We ask borrowers 
to phase in their 
projects, starting 
with the low-hanging fruit – areas that 
will get high take rates (usually in the 
45 percent to 65 percent range). To 
finance a partnership, talk to a lender 
early in the process about the structure 
of the partnership, who will own the 
assets and who will market them. If 
you have answers to these questions, 
you’ll stand a better chance of getting 
financing.

Keith Adams, 
Rural Utilities 
Service: The 
Farm Bill loan 
program is getting 
ready to make a lot 
more broadband 
loans, focusing on 
areas that need the 
most assistance. 
There are also 
two grant programs, Community 
Connect and Distance Learning/
Telemedicine. Involve your general field 
representatives early in the process, 
before submitting a loan request. 

Joel Allen, 
Cooperative 
Finance 
Corporation: 
We understand 
the need in 
rural America 
for workable 
broadband, and 
partnerships are 
a great way to do 
that. However, 
broadband is not like electricity – not 
everyone is going to sign up. To finance 
a joint venture, we’re looking for the 
parent entities to stand behind it. Even 
when cooperatives build broadband for 
economic development, they need to 
try and mitigate the risks. 

Chris 
McLean, Rural 
Utilities Service: 
The RUS electric 
program doesn’t 
finance consumer 
broadband, but it 
does finance fiber-
based smart grid 
infrastructure. If 
electric companies 
can shape their loads, they can save 
their customers thousands of dollars. 
They can also provide more reliable 
power. For example, Florida, which 
invested in smart grids, recovered more 
quickly from catastrophic storms than 
New Jersey, which didn’t. That requires 
a sophisticated, intelligent network. 
Electric companies are going through 
a transformation from selling electrons 
to managing resources. And now they 
have a lot of untapped fiber! We’ve seen 
interesting examples of co-ops working 
together and separately to meet the 
needs for broadband. Success stories 
will drive this cooperation – we need 
new models to emerge. Regulations 
need to get more creative about 
partnerships. Partnerships make it 
easier for the lender to say “yes.”

Matt Zehnder, KeyBanc Capital 
Markets: For tax-exempt financing, 
we spend a lot of time looking at asset 
ownership, because tax-exempt status 
depends onwho owns the asset. For 
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taxable financing, 
ownership is 
less important 
than who is 
managing the 
assets. Financing 
structures are 
different for 
each project, but 
generally you’d 
start with a line of 
credit to draw on 
during construction and then convert 
that to a long-term bond. 

PARTNERSHIP STORIES
Joe Buttweiler, 
Consolidated 
Telecommunica-
tions Company: 
CTC partners 
with local gov-
ernments, tribes, 
electric companies, 
municipal utilities, 
economic devel-
opment agencies 
– anyone else with 
a similar mission 
and goals. Through conversations early 
on, we always try to create a high level 
of trust. That’s very important before 
entering into a contractual relation-
ship. Recently, we launched a channel 
program, where we’re representing a 
number of other providers so we can sell 
services to businesses with multiple lo-
catons inside and outside our footprint. 

I was working at Arrowhead Electric 
Cooperative when it got a stimulus 
grant and built an 800-mile fiber 
network. Building the infrastructure 
was no problem, but we had no idea 
how to deliver services. We began 
looking for providers, and several 
of them told us we had no business 
offering broadband services. There 
wasn’t a lot of competition there! Why 
they wouldn’t want Arrowhead, with 
4,000 members, to build a broadband 
network to help people is beyond me. 
We ended up partnering with CTC 
because their leadership supported the 
project. In negotiating the agreement, 
we didn’t know all the right questions 
to ask, and eventually we needed to 

make some changes. Once I went 
to CTC, I found that knowing how 
electric co-op boards think was useful.

Shannon 
Clark, Richland 
Electric 
Cooperative: 
After a tornado 
in the 1990s, 
the Rural 
Electrification 
Administration 
[soon to be 
incorporated 
into the RUS] 
encouraged tower owners to enhance 
their radio alert systems, and we 
cooperated with Richland Grant 
Telephone on that project. When the 
internet started up, I saw that as an 
economic development opportunity, 
so we contacted Richland Grant 
Telephone again and formed an ISP 
business with them and other telcos, 
starting with dialup. The take rate was 
lower than we expected, but the service 
supports our own business structure, 
and other local businesses use it, too. 
The partnership has to be mission-
driven rather than driven by the 
balance sheets. We focus on enhancing 
the quality of life for rural Americans. 

We started by providing a new 
school with the highest speed possible 
for the lowest price possible. Later, a 
site selection committee came to our 
area to look at a site for a business, 
and the broadband connectivity at the 
school was a deciding factor for them to 
choose that site. 

Erik Brinke, 
Blue Ridge 
Mountain 
Electric 
Membership 
Corporation: 
Our members 
pushed us to 
offer broadband 
for economic 
development 
purposes. We 
started with 
wireless, but the mountains and trees 
in our area make that difficult, so we 

migrated to DSL and then started 
building fiber. Today we have 1,110-
plus miles of fiber and 5,700 fiber 
customers, averaging 85 to 90 new 
customers per month. We connected 
critical facilities such as industry, 
government buildings, hospitals and 
schools. Along with another electric 
co-op, five county governments and 
the state government, we participated 
in the North Georgia Network, which 
received the first BTOP grant – that 
was our biggest success. Because electric 
co-ops are prohibited from operating 
TV service in Georgia, we reached 
out to a rural telco to provide video 
services over our network and another 
telco to provide phone services. We’ve 
done fiber swaps with the Tennessee 
Valley Authority and have several other 
local partnershps, including one with a 
municipality. At first, we weren’t very 
adept at marketing, and we had to go 
back and retool our rates and raise the 
base speed. Now the population in our 
area is growing again – I attribute that 
to the ability of second-home owners to 
stay there longer.

Brent 
Groome, HTC: 
We’re the largest 
telephone co-op in 
the United States 
and have expanded 
into Myrtle Beach 
as a competitive 
carrier. Lumbee 
Electric 
Membership Corporation got a 
stimulus grant to build FTTH in 
2010 and called us in 2013 to provide 
services. We turned up the first 
customers in 2014. One challenge we 
face as co-ops together is that we had 
long histories as stand-alone companies. 
You get set in your ways! 

The partnership is a good 
experience, but it’s not always fun. 
Lumbee EMC’s IT department had 
only two people, and our staff got 
nervous about that. So we’re their 
backup for network management. 
They’ve been supportive in marketing 
the services, but competition suddenly 
appeared on the scene, so take rates are 
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still low. In this kind of partnership, 
you need to sit down early and have 
communication. We’re one of Lumbee’s 
biggest electricity customers, so that in 
itself forces cooperation.

Kevin Beyer, 
ACIRA: Farmers 
Mutual Telephone 
Company 
and Federated 
Telephone 
Cooperative 
share a general 
manager. We 

formed two joint companies – ACIRA 
to share operations and Cooperative 
Network Services to share engineering, 
marketing and human resources 
functions. Together with an electric 
co-op, we formed a CLEC, HomeTown 
Solutions. (The electric co-op is no 
longer a part of that company.) We also 
joined five other telcos in the Stellar 
Association, which operates a middle-
mile network and data centers. 

We then approached several 
counties to apply jointly for broadband 
grants. We were awarded a federal 

stimulus grant together with Laq qui 
Parle County, with which we share 
operational expenses, and were awarded 
Border-to-Border grants from the state 
of Minnesota for Big Stone County and 
Swift County. Those counties issued 
bonds for the projects. 

The key to making a partnership 
work is to trust that it will be equally 
beneficial to both parties – to trust 
that, even though you’re giving up 
some control, the other party will … 
care enough that you’ll be successful 
and the partnership will be successful.

Charlie Walker, 
Chippewa 
County 
(Minnesota) 
Economic 
Development 
Corporation: 
Economic 
developers can 
serve as lobbyists 
for the small 
broadband 
providers. We 
support local 
governments working together, and we 
reach out to as many private partners as 
we can – we keep everyone in the loop, 
even if they don’t want to be there. We 
believe fiber is a utility that needs to be 
funded by tax increment financing. 

In 2015, we helped the county get a 
state Broadband Expansion Grant for 
$286,000 to put in 5.4 miles of fiber 
connecting Riverside Industrial Park 
with Lake Wissota Business Park. This 
made Lake Wissota Business Park more 
attractive to business tenants. Today 
gigabit service is available there. 

Neela Mollgaard, Red Wing 
(Minnesota) Ignite: To take 
advantage of the gigabit FTTH 
network that HBC deployed in 
Red Wing, we have initiatives to 
develop the workforce, support 
business acceleration and develop new 

technologies. 
We sponsor free 
programs for 
children under 
the STEAMED 
model (science, 
technology, 
engineering, arts, 
mathematics, 
entrepreneurship 
and design), as 
well as technology 
internships and hackathons. We 
have a partnership with US Ignite to 
make Red Wing a test bed for new 
applications. And we’ve opened a 
collaborative workspace and maker 
space where new tech companies can 
get started. Our ultimate goal is to 
make Red Wing an innovative place to 
work and live.

Scottie 
Sandstrom, 
Bayfield County 
(Wisconsin) 
Economic 
Development 
Corporation: 
Our broadband 
partners are 
Norvado (a 
gigabit-certified 
telephone 
company), 
CenturyLink 
and Charter. We work with the Area 

Partnership for Economic Expansion 
(APEX, a private-sector business 
development group) to attract data 
centers and keep us on the radar for 
site selectors. Thanks to the Norvado 
connection, the local business 
incubator is filled with high-tech 
micro manufacturing companies. One 
of them does 3-D printing of teeth 
and crowns for the entire region. As a 
member of the business park planning 
committee, we made sure that Norvado 
was involved in the planning and could 
offer 10 Gbps fiber as a key amenity.

Working with the University 
of Wisconsin extension program, 
we’ve helped train businesses on 
web development and social media. 
There’s a strong tourism economy 
here, and we’ve encouraged skiers and 
other tourists to stay in the area and 
telecommute. We created marketing 
pieces called “Commute Time: Zero” 
and “You Don’t Have to Be a Musician 
to Get Gigs.” We’ve encouraged 
second-home owners to expand their 
businesses here. We’re even making 
a video with Norvado about an IT 
professional who works from home.

When CenturyLink accepted CAF 
II funding, we brought the townships 
together and asked them about their 
broadband needs. We had them submit 
requests to CenturyLink to build 
out sooner rather than later, and that 
approach paid off. v
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